Summary of Approaches for Improving Throughput of Low-pressure Cylinders in Steam Turbines Using Two-tier Stages
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Abstract

The throughput of single-flow condensation steam turbines is determined by the throughput of their final stages, which in turn is mainly determined by the length of the blades at the final stage. At the same time, blade dimensions have reached their limits by now, facing strength constraints.

This paper examines a totally new design of a two-tier stage which can be applied to improve throughput of low-pressure cylinders in heavy-duty steam turbines by transitioning to two-tier low-pressure cylinders based on such stages. A distinctive feature of two-tier cylinder is that a part of steam flowing through the upper tier bypasses the final stage and enters the condenser.

Two-tier low-pressure cylinders have the potential of significantly improving the power of condensation steam turbines.
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1 Introduction

When the issue of improving economy of steam turbine cycles is considered, there is a clearly discernible trend toward increasing initial steam parameters even though that necessitates the use of more complex manufacturing technology for high-temperature turbines [2, 5, 13].

At the same time, the goal of increasing thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle can be met just as well by achieving deeper vacuum in the condenser which is generally a matter of controlling cooling water temperature at condenser inlet.

At turbine power ratings below 800 MW with the final stage blade length \( l = 960 \text{ mm} \) the vacuum is equal to \( P_K = 3.5 \text{ kPa} \). For more powerful turbines this degree of vacuum only becomes attainable with final-stage blade lengths increased to between 1200 and 1315 mm. These complications ultimately necessitate increasing vacuum in the K-1000-65 type turbine to 6 kPa, as lower condenser pressures result in a marked increase in specific steam flow volumes [3]. As pointed out by other researchers [1, 4, 7, 11], the problem of letting through a large volumetric flow is faced most seriously by designers of heavy-duty turbines for nuclear power plant. For example, at \( P_K = 6 \text{ kPa} \) the specific steam volume is 23.7 \( \text{m}^3/\text{kg} \), but if the pressure in condenser is brought down to 3.5 kPa, the specific volume of dry saturated steam would rise to 35.5 \( \text{m}^3/\text{kg} \). As a result, a 50% increase in volumetric steam flow rate requires that the final stage end face area must be increased by almost the same magnitude.

These considerations ultimately lead to an obvious conclusion that the options for exploiting thermodynamic advantages of high vacuum are restricted to either finding an approach for increasing the throughput capacity of turbine LPCs; or adding more low-pressure cylinders; or transitioning to two-tier steam turbines; or
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(if the length of final-stage blades were to be kept constant) using high vacuum only for steam turbines rated below 300 MW. Possible options for improving throughput of low-pressure cylinders in condensation steam turbines are explored in [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16].

The complexity of problems that arise with the use of high vacuum in steam turbine condensers can be mitigated significantly by opting for two-tier low-pressure cylinder designs that promise a 50% increase in LPC throughput with final-stage blades lengths unchanged, enabling heavy-duty steam turbine units to operate at a vacuum of 3 to 3.5 kPa.

The options for these two-tier LPC designs are explored in the present paper.

2 Factors determining the maximum steam flow rate through the final stage of a single-flow steam turbine

If a single-flow low-pressure cylinder is used, the relationship between the steam input to the condenser \( G_C \) and end face area of the final stage \( F_Z \) is determined as a flow ratio

\[
G_C = \frac{C_{az} \cdot F_Z}{V_Z} = \frac{M_{az}^* \cdot a_Z \cdot F_Z}{V_Z}
\]

In the equation (1) \( V_Z \) is the specific volume of steam downstream of final stage, \( a_Z \) is the speed of sound in saturated steam, \( M_{az}^* \) is the Mach number beyond which the resistance of exhaust manifold of a condensation steam turbine begins to rise sharply. Most exhaust manifolds of such turbines have \( M_{az}^* = 0.65 \). Aerodynamically perfect exhaust manifolds would have \( M_{az}^* = 0.75 \). \( M_{az}^* = 0.82 \) is feasible in rare cases.

Assuming a fixed maximum allowable flow-averaged number \( M_{az}^* \), the complex \( M_{az}^* \cdot \frac{a_Z}{V_Z} = \phi(P_Z) \) will become a one-to-one function of pressure \( P_Z \) downstream of final stage of condensation turbine.

Further, as computations show, this function is linear relative to the pressure \( P_Z \) i.e.

\[
\phi(P_Z) = a + b \cdot P_Z
\]

and

\[
G_C = \phi(P_Z) \cdot F_Z = (a + b \cdot P_Z) \cdot F_Z
\]

At \( M_{az}^* = 0.65 \)

\[
\phi(P_Z) \cdot F_Z = 0.14 + 192.7 \cdot P_Z
\]

At \( M_{az}^* = 0.75 \)
\[ \varphi(P_Z) \cdot F_Z = 0.16 + 222.37 \cdot P_Z \] (5)

In the formulas above, the pressure \( P_Z \) is dimensioned in bars and the area \( F_Z \) is dimensioned in square meters.

For \( P_Z = 0.035 \) bar and \( M_{az}^* = 0.65 \), \( G_C = 6.88 F_Z \). If \( P_Z \) is increased to 0.06 bar, the result is \( G_C = 11.7 F_Z \). For an aerodynamically perfect exhaust manifold (\( M_{az}^* = 0.75 \)), \( G_C = 13.5 F_Z \) at \( P_Z = 0.06 \) bar.

In turn, the face area of final LPC stage is determined by the diameter \( D_Z \) and the length \( l_Z \) of blades at this stage (\( F_Z = \pi D_Z \cdot l_Z \)).

For a blade length \( l_Z = 1200 \) mm – as is the case with heavy-duty power turbines produced by LMZ (now OJSC Power Machines) in Russia – and an average diameter \( D_Z = 3000 \) mm, the area \( F_Z = 11.3 \) m\(^2\).

Accordingly, the maximum permissible steam flow rate through such a stage will vary between \( G_C = 77.74 \) kg/s at \( P_Z = 0.035 \) bar and \( G_C = 128.7 \) kg/s at \( P_Z = 0.06 \) bar for standard-design exhaust manifolds (\( M_{az}^* = 0.65 \)).

If the blade length is increased to 1320 mm at \( D_Z = 3320 \) mm and 1500 mm at \( D_Z = 3800 \) mm, the above-stated peak flow rate values may be increased to \( G_C = 94.7 \) kg/s at \( P_Z = 0.035 \) bar and \( G_C = 123 \) kg/s at \( P_Z = 0.06 \) bar for standard-design exhaust manifolds (\( M_{az}^* = 0.75 \)).

There is a drawback to this solution however, as high-speed turbines (\( n = 50 \) rpm) will face severe problems with ensuring reliable operation of stages that have blades designed this way.

The alternative solution to the problem at hand involves switching to two-tier stages of which Baumann’s stages are representative. In this case, if an LMZ stage with blade length \( l_Z = 1200 \) mm is used as the base design, the area of LPC exhaust will increase from \( F_Z = 11.3 \) m\(^2\) to \( F_Z = 16.95 \) m\(^2\) (at \( P_Z = 0.035 \) bar) and will become comparable to a similar area of a stage having blade length \( l_Z = 1500 \) mm at \( D_Z = 3800 \) mm.

The deficiencies inherent in Baumann’s stage design can be eliminated by switching to two-tier LPCs with new two-tier stages where upper-tier guide blade assemblies are not a continuation of the bottom-tier blades. Consequently, it is possible to speak of two separate stages stacked bottom-to-top.

3 Structural and aerodynamic features of new two-tier stages

Figure 1 shows the two-tier stage design serving as the basis for a new-generation two-tier LPC design with a condenser input capacity of 178 kg/s at a pressure \( P_C = 0.04 \) bar.

In this case the guide vane assembly 1 of this lower-tier stage comprises 48 vanes shaped by nozzle profiles with a chord dimension equal to 220 mm in root section.

The top-tier guide vane assembly 2 comprises 120 stages with a root chord dimension of 120 mm. Consequently, the bottom-tier impeller 3 houses 36 twisted blades whereas the top-tier impeller 4 has 108 blades in total. The two stages are separated by baffles 5 and 6.
Fig. 1: A two-tier stage design

The baffle 5 minimizes cross-flow between the stages in question by closing above the impeller baffle 6 with a radial opening of 2 mm (Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Baffles reducing cross-flows in a two-tier stage

Process-wise the feather of a bottom-tier stage blade serves as a carrier for three top-tier impeller profiles. Figure 3 shows such a fork blade in axonometric prospective.
A blade measures 250 mm along the chord of its root section. This dimension ensures that blade areas experiencing the highest loads are not overstressed beyond strength constraints. A blade at the stage in question measures 1060 mm in total.

Two-tier LPC designs shown in Figure 4 feature four two-tier stages and a single (final) single-tier stage entering into the flow channel of the bottom cylinder tier.

Fig. 3: Fork blade of a two-tier stage

Fig. 4: Two-tier low-pressure cylinder
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Thus, in this instance of low-pressure cylinder, the available enthalpy drop is exploited at optimum values of the kinematic parameter $X_a = \frac{u_i}{c_j}$ (where $u$ is the circumferential speed while $c_j = \sqrt{2 \cdot \Delta h_i}$ is the theoretical speed corresponding to the enthalpy drop at each stage) at the four top-tier stages and four bottom-tier stages of the cylinder.

4 Findings from mathematical simulation of steam flow in a two-tier stage of a two-tier LPC

Flows in the flow channel of the new LPC for heavy-duty condensation steam turbines have been simulated numerically with the goal of plotting velocity fields in the flow channel of said cylinder and identifying its integral properties. Owing to space constraints in this report, we will only indicate the numerical simulation data for the heaviest-loaded final two-tier stage depicted in Figure 1.

Simulation was performed with the Ansys CFX computational software suite using the k-ε turbulence model. The computational grid for vane channels of a two-tier stage comprises 8 million tetrahedral elements.

Fig. 5: Velocity fields for the bottom tier of a two-tier stage
Figure 5 illustrates findings from our simulation of the bottom tier of the stage at hand. Shown there are the resulting velocity fields for the root (5a), medium (5b) and peripheral (5c) sections. Velocity fields within the working grid in these figures are plotted as relative quantities. Considering that the stage at hand has been designed with a high reactivity that rises intensely toward peripheral sections, the steam velocity $w_2$ also increases outward. Consequently, exhaust velocities $c_1$ at the guide vane assembly decrease in the outward direction. It should be mentioned that the flow leaves the guide vane assembly at an angle rather perfectly correlated to the angle $\beta_1$ at the blade inlet. As a result, none of the steam flow patterns shown here have any areas of flow detaching from streamlined surfaces. High efficiency of the bottom-tier vanes is thereby ensured for the stage in question. Our computations show that this efficiency is $\eta_{av} = 92.8\%$.

In comparison, the efficiency of the penultimate LPC stage in a K-800-23.5/50 turbine is 92.4% [5].

Steam flow pattern in the flow channel of the upper tier of a two-tier stage is similar to that of the lower tier and can be illustrated as a velocity field in the -section of this tier (Figure 6). In this case, extremely high circumferential steam velocities in the mid-section of the top-tier guide vane assembly result in flow entering into blades at an angle $\beta_1$ of 131° while departing from the relatively moving impeller at an angle $\beta_2 = 33^\circ$. Similar to the bottom tier of the stage, the flow remains attached. However, final losses have increased due to top-tier + s being shorter in absolute and relative terms. In addition, the flow departing the top tier of the final stage completely loses its energy. This has brought about a drop in vane efficiency of the upper tier to 79.6%. As a result, averaged in mass terms, the vane efficiency of the final two-tier stage is $\eta_{av} = 86.8\%$.

The general vane efficiency of a two-tier LPC is 92.2%.

5 Conclusions

1. Our survey of the options for increasing steam throughput through low-pressure
cylinders of condensation steam turbines points to the transition toward double-stage LPC design based on two-tier stages as the most promising approach to this problem at present.

2. A new type of the two-tier stage is proposed comprising a combination of two separate stages where the exterior contour of the bottom-tier stage comprises the root contour of the top-tier stage with its guide vane independent from the bottom tier.

3. A two-tier fork-type blade has been designed for shaping two-tier stages. In this design, the separating baffle of a single bottom-tier blade supports two to three top-tier blades.

4. Our numerical simulation of steam flow in our two-tier stage design has enabled us to arrive at velocity and pressure fields and to determine the efficiency of this stage which has turned out to be 0.8% lower than that of a standard one-tier stage with 1200 mm long rotor blades.
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